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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The goal of two-stage stochastic programming is to model decisions that contain

random or uncertain parameters. Consider a setting where a decision maker is faced

with making a set of choices under uncertainty. Within this framework, a known set of

parameters define a first-stage problem. The decision maker is allowed to make some

set of first-stage decisions with respect to the constraints of the first-stage problem

before some uncertainty is realized. Next, a scenario is observed and the parameters

for the second-stage or recourse problem are determined. The decision maker then

determines their set of second-stage decisions with respect to the parameters of the

recourse problem. In this context, the goal of the decision maker is to select the first-

stage decisions in such a way as to maximize their expected overall objective when

including their second-stage decisions. We model this sequential decision making as

a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer program (SMIP) [1, 3] :

pP1q max z “ cTx` EξQpx, ξpωqq
subject to:

Tx ď b

x P X,

where:

Qpx, ξpωqq :“ maxytd
Ty|Wy ď hpωq ´ Tx, y P Y u.

Note that pP1q is an example of problem where all uncertainty is limited to the

right-hand sides of the second-stage constraints. The random variable ω is from a

probability space defined by the triple pΩ,F ,Pq, where Ω is a finite sample space, F is

a σ-algebra, and P is a probability function over F with rational valued probabilities.
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The first-stage constraint matrix T is a known matrix in Zmˆn1
` . This matrix is

known as the technology matrix and determines how decisions made in the first-stage

affect the recourse problem defined by the function Qpx, ξpωqq. The optimization

problem associated with Qpx, ξpωqq is known as the recourse problem. The second-

stage matrix W is a known matrix in Zmˆn2
` and is known as the recourse matrix.

The vectors hpωq are nonnegative and integral for all ω P Ω. If there exists an x P Rn

such that Tx ď b and x P X, we refer to Tx as a first-stage feasible right-hand

side. Similarly, if there exists a pair py, hpωqq such that Wy ď hpωq and y P Y , we

refer to Wy as a second-stage feasible right-hand side. Note that enforcing integrality

among the constraint matrices and scenario realizations is a rather weak condition;

for any rational constraint matrices and finite set of outcomes hpωq there exists some

suitably large N P N such that N ˆT,N ˆW and N ˆhpωq are integral for all ω P Ω.

Additionally, the following simplifying assumptions are made:

A1) (relatively complete recourse [3]) For all feasible first-stage decisions x and ω P Ω,

there exists y P Y that satisfies Tx`Wy ď hpωq.

In other words, we explicitly require that there exists a feasible second-stage decision

regardless of the first-stage decision and scenario realization.

A2) The sets of feasible first-stage decisions X and feasible second-stage decisions Y

are nonempty and bounded. In particular there exist some suitably large vectors b1

and b2 such that the following conditions hold:

(1) The hyper-rectangle sets B1 “
Śm

i“1r0, b
1
i s and B2 “

Śm
i“1r0, b

2
i s contain the sets

of first-stage and second-stage feasible right-hand sides.

(2) hpωq ´ β ě 0 for all β P B1 and ω P Ω.

Because the sample space is finite, it is possible to model pP1q as a determinis-

tic single-stage mixed-integer program known as the extensive formulation of pP1q.

Let s1, s2, ..., sK be the possible scenario realizations with corresponding probabilities

p1, p2, ..., pK . The two-stage stochastic program is equivalent to the following MIP:
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zEXT “ max cTx`
řK
i“1 pipd

Tyiq

subject to:

Tx ď b

Wyi ď si ´ Tx

x P X, yi P Y for all i P rKs.

Alternatively, we may bring the first-stage decision in the objective into the sum-

mation by creating a dummy variable for each scenario and then explicitly enforcing

equality among the first-stage decisions via additional constraints as follows:

z “ max
řK
i“1

`

pipc
Txi ` d

Tyiq
˘

subject to:

Txi ď b

Wyi ď si ´ Txi

xi “ x (1.1)

xi P X, yi P Y for all i P rKs.

The new constraints (1.1) are an explicit representation of the nonanticipative con-

straints. By utilizing Lagrange multipliers to relax the requirement that the first-stage

decisions must be equal, we derive a dual problem for pP1q that provides valid upper

bounds and is amenable to being solved in parallel.

zDD “ minλ max
řK
i“1

`

pipc
Txi ` d

Tyiq ` λ
T
i xi

˘

subject to:
řK
i“1 λ

T
i “ 0

Txi ď b

Wyi ď si ´ Txi

xi P X, yi P Y for all i P rKs.

If X or Y is a nonconvex set, a duality gap may exist between z and zDD, with

z ă zDD.

pP1q elevates the challenge of solving a mixed-integer programming problem by com-

bining MIP with the difficulty of stochastic programming; the resulting problem is far

harder than either stage in isolation. r20s shows that the general two-stage stochastic
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programming problem with discretely distributed parameters is #P complete through

a reduction to the graph reliability problem. To evaluate the objective after fixing a

first-stage decision, we must find the expected value of the recourse function. This

entails solving a mixed-integer program for each scenario. If the recourse problems

are in general difficult to solve, there is little hope of making progress towards an

optimal solution. Because of the intrinsic complexity of these problems, it is common

to assume some underlying structure or property that makes solving the second-stage

problems tractable for a single scenario realization.

In the case when all variables are restricted to being nonnegative integers, evaluating

the recourse function for a single scenario can be viewed as solving a multidimensional

knapsack problem. In general, this is difficult to solve. If m “ 1, the recourse

becomes a one-dimensional knapsack problem, which is known to be NP-complete.

There does exist a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm as well as a fully polynomial

time approximation scheme for the special one-dimensional case, but unfortunately

for m ě 2, there is no fully polynomial time approximation scheme or even an efficient

polynomial time approximation scheme unless P=NP [12]. Luckily, finding feasible

solutions is quite easy and there are a number of heuristic approaches that can be

used to provide bounds on the optimal solution to the recourse problem.

Attempting to solve the two-stage stochastic program by solving the extensive form

can be difficult due to the size of the associated model. The extensive formulation of

pP1q grows large rapidly as the number of scenarios increases; each additional scenario

will add n2 variables and m constraints to the extensive formulation of pP1q. While

the associated constraint matrix gains both columns and rows as scenarios are added

to the problem, it remains quite sparse. Techniques have been developed to exploit the

special structure exhibited by the extensive form, such as the L-shaped method, which

is a variant of Benders decomposition modified to handle stochastic programming

problems with recourse [3, 21]. In the case where there are no integer second-stage

variables, the recourse function Qp¨q becomes a piece-wise concave function, albeit

expensive to evaluate if the number of scenarios is large. In order to avoid excessive

computation of the recourse function, it is approximated via an outer linearization

that is iteratively built via a cutting-plane approach.

However, when some or all of the second-stage variables are discrete, Qp¨q is only

guaranteed to be an upper semi-continuous function and is non-concave in general
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[2, 3]. In contrast to continuous stochastic programming problems, comparatively few

techniques have been developed for stochastic programs with mixed-integer variables

in both stages. Many of the techniques that have been used are derived from tech-

niques used to solve large scale deterministic mixed-integer programs. For additional

resources for solving stochastic programs, we refer the reader to [3, 18, 10].

Laporte and Louveaux modified the classical L-shaped method to apply to integer

programs with complete recourse [13]. Their method applied the standard L-shaped

method to an incorporated list of subproblems. When an integrality constraint is

violated, the new subproblem is branched upon and added to the list of subprob-

lems. Nevertheless solving the master problem in the integer L-shaped method can

become increasingly difficult, and the algorithm is rendered inefficient at solving even

modestly sized problems.

Qi and Sen developed a Benders style decomposition for stochastic mixed-integer

programs that have randomness in all data elements [17]. They named it the Ancestral

Benders Cut Algorithm (ABC) due to the fact that cuts derived in the first stage

branch-and-bound tree are also valid for the parent nodes in the tree. A critical

component of their algorithm relies on a result from polyhedral theory by Chen et

al.[8] that showed the feasible set of a mixed-integer linear program can be convexified

using a hierarchy of multi-term disjunctions, a result they leverage to guarantee finite

convergence. Their computational results showed they were able to solve instances

over four times faster when compared with CPLEX [10].

Due to the difficulty in solving mixed-integer programming problems with uncertain

data to optimality, approximation strategies and methods that provide strong bounds

for the stochastic programming problem have also been proposed. Of particular inter-

est are strategies that limit the number of scenario realizations while still providing

a good estimate of the recourse function. Scenario reduction techniques seek to find

a subset of scenarios that closely matches the original distribution according to some

previously determined metrics. For example, one may wish that the final scenario

set’s moments are close to the original distribution. Unfortunately, it is often difficult

to assess the how well the reduced scenario set approximates the original set without

knowing the optimal solution to the original problem as easily obtainable bounds can

be quite loose [9].
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A common strategy used to obtain upper bounds is dual decomposition [6, 14]. Dual

decomposition methods relax the nonanticipativity constraints and penalize the dis-

agreements between subproblem solutions by using dual multipliers. The dual prob-

lem is to then search for the optimal dual multipliers [14]. It is often far easier to

solve the numerous induced small subproblems than pP1q itself. Moreover, the opti-

mal objective value of the dual problem can be represented as a convex combination

of the subproblem solutions. Because this convex combination need not be integer in

general, a duality gap arises. This duality gap can be closed by making larger, more

difficult subproblems or by a branch-and-bound approach [6].

When the dimension of m remains relatively small, solving pP1q is possible using value

function reformulation techniques. These methods employ variable transformations

into the set of right-hand sides or tender variables and were first proposed by Ahmed

et al. [2] to solve two-stage stochastic programs with mixed-integer first-stage vari-

ables and pure integer second-stage variables. This approach exploits the fact that

evaluating the expected value of the recourse function after fixing a first-stage deci-

sion is tantamount to solving many similar integer programs which are small and can

be solved rather quickly.

Kong et al. [11] proposed an algorithm capable of solving pP1q when X and Y are

discrete by iteratively computing and storing the value functions over the space of

first-stage and second-stage feasible right-hand sides. In particular, they exploited

the fact that an arbitrary value function z has the following properties:

Nondecreasing: If β1, β2 are two feasible right-hand sides, then zpβ1q ď zpβ2q.

Superadditivity: If β1, β2 are two feasible right-hand sides, then zpβ1q ` zpβ2q ď

zpβ1 ` β2q.

Integer Complementary Slackness: If x˚ P arg max zpβq, then zpGxq “ cTx and

zpβ ´Gxq “ zpGxq ` zpGpx˚ ´ xqq for all x P X˚
ď, where X˚

ď “ tx ď x˚|x P Zn`u.

Proofs can be found in [22]. Using these properties, Kong et al. were able to com-

pletely determine the value functions over sets with tens of millions of possible right-

hand sides. Once the value functions were known, the global optimum was found

via a branch-and-bound approach that exploited the nondecreasing property of value

functions to bound hyper-rectangle subproblems. This approach depends highly on
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the set of possible right-hands to be small enough to store completely in memory but

for applicable problems is robust to large number of variables and scenarios. Once

the value functions are known, adding additional scenarios to an instance of pP1q has

relatively small cost; one needs only to retrieve the corresponding evaluation already

stored in memory and then perform one more multiplication and addition operation.

When the set of possible right-hand sides is large, space reduction techniques can be

used. Trapp et al. [19] showed that there must exist an optimal tender that belongs

to the set of level-set minimal vectors. While determining membership in this set

is NP-hard in general, for the pure integer case it lies within an integral monoid

generated by nonnegative integral combinations of the constraint matrices columns.

This induced monoid is potentially a dramatically smaller set than the set of all

feasible right-hand sides. Determining the value function over this reduced domain

can be much faster than determining the value function over the space of feasible

right-hand sides. However, if the constraint matrices contain an identity sub-matrix

with corresponding nonnegative costs, this approach does not reduce the size of the

search space.

The use of value function reformulation techniques was also applied to two-stage

stochastic quadratic programs by Özaltın et al. [15]. In the same style as Kong et

al. [11], they propose several algorithms for constructing the value function over the

space of possible right-hand sides or level-sets and then employ a global optimization

branch-and-bound approach to find the optimal tender.

In the same manner as the aforementioned authors, we reformulate pP1q in terms of

the following first-stage and second-stage value functions:

The first-stage value function:

ψpβ1q “ max
xPX

tcTx|Tx ď β1u, (1.2)

and the second-stage value function:

φpβ2q “ max
yPY

tdTy|Wy ď β2u. (1.3)

pP1q is equivalent to the problem of finding the optimal tender β˚ over B1:
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pP2q maxβPB1 ψpβq ` Epφphpωq ´ βqq.

1.2 An Illustrative Value Function Example

Suppose the decision maker’s problem is a two-stage pure integer program and they

have been given the following data for the first-stage problem:

c “
´

2 2 4 4 1 2 2 3 4 4
¯

,

T “

˜

7 2 6 3 8 2 8 7 4 7

8 8 1 5 8 8 4 2 8 8

¸

,

b “

˜

10

10

¸

,

where c, T , and b are the first-stage cost vector, constraint matrix, and right-hand

side respectively. The following is the graph of ψpβq over the domain r0, 20sˆ r0, 20s:

Fig 2): The graph of the first-stage value function ψpβq

In the above figure, we immediately see that ψpβq is nondecreasing in β and is upper

semi-continuous. We also note that the discontinuous jumps can occur only when a

component of β passes through an integral point.
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Suppose the following is the input for the recourse problem:

d “
´

2 2 4 4 1 2 2 3 4 4
¯

,

W “

˜

6 7 6 6 6 6 3 1 6 8

1 8 7 4 2 1 1 7 3 1

¸

,

where d and W are the second-stage cost vector and constraint matrix respectively.

The following is the graph of φpβq over the domain r0, 20s ˆ r0, 20s:

Fig 4): The graph of the second-stage value function φpβq

Next, the decision maker predicts four possible second-stage right-hand side vectors

are possible:

#«

12

12

ff

,

«

17

16

ff

,

«

13

14

ff

,

«

20

12

ff+

with corresponding probabilities:

t0.3, 0.2, 0.4, 0.1u.
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Because the input data are nonnegative, integral, and the first-stage right-hand side

constraint is Tx ď b, the space of first-stage feasible right-hand sides must be con-

tained in the hyper-rectangle B1 “ r0, 10s ˆ r0, 10s. Hence this will be the domain of

interest. The following is the graph of the objective function over B1:

Fig 3): The graph of the objective ψpβq ` Epφphpωq ´ βqq

Viewing the graph of the objective ψpβq ` Epφphpωq ´ βqq, it is apparent that the

function is discontinuous and has many local maxima, however, a brute force enumer-

ation of the integral tenders reveals an optimal solution β˚ “ r9, 6s1 with objective

12.6. With β˚ known, an optimal first-stage decision can be found by solving:

x˚ P arg maxtcTx|Tx ď β˚, x P Zn1
` u,

which in this case has a solution x˚ “ e3 ` e4. Note that this solution is not unique!

Picking β˚ “ r6, 10s1 and x˚ “ 2e4 is also optimal. Referring back to the graph of

ψpβq, it can be seen that r9, 6s1 has a special property: it is a level set minimal vector.

In other words, there does not exist β ď r9, 6s1, β “ r9, 6s1 such that ψpβq “ ψpr9, 6s1q.

It is not initially apparent what an efficient strategy for optimizing over this domain

will look like, as straightforward concave maximization strategies will not apply. We

will see that decomposing the objective in terms of the first-stage and second-stage

value functions will yield an effective global optimization strategy.

Remark: The appearance of diagonal slopes in Figure 3 is an artifact of the graphing

software and not an actual feature of the objective function.
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1.3 Our Contributions

Because the computational challenge of solving and storing the value function is a

major obstacle to the effectiveness of value functions methods, limiting the burden of

examining nonessential elements in the set of feasible right-hand sides is a priority.

This thesis offers two main contributions. First, we present a novel global optimization

method to solve pP2q by locating the optimal tender without having to precompute

the value functions over large sets. In contrast to previous value function approaches,

which consisted of an initial phase where the value function was determined over

some domain of interest followed by a phase that determined the optimal tender, the

method presented in this thesis forgoes the initial value function calculation. Instead,

the algorithm immediately begins searching for the optimal tender via branch-and-

bound, only calculating value functions when needed. In lieu of using the value

functions to evaluate the recourse function, it uses a subset that it has determined the

value function on to provide estimates for the recourse function and overall expected

objective.

Fig 1): The graph of a value function (yellow), and two nondecreasing,

superadditive functions that give lower bounds (red,blue).

By using an approximation for the recourse function, such as the simpler red function

in Fig 1q, instead of calculating the exact value, it is able to significantly reduce the

computation and storage of the value functions required to find the optimal tender.

Unlike previous methods, the approach can be extended from the stochastic pure

integer case to the stochastic mixed-integer case. For these instances, the image of
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the first-stage value function can be an infinite set and precomputing the function

is therefore impossible. Our second contribution is a novel value function dual de-

composition strategy, which can be used to find strong upper bounds for the optimal

solution of pP1q. We show that the procedure can be used to solve subproblems with

large scenario counts, which in turn results in a reasonably small duality gap.



Chapter 2

An Integrated Value Function Global Optimization

Approach for Stochastic Mixed Integer Programs

Previous value function approaches have required determining the value functions

over the entire set of right-hand sides or subsets guaranteed to contain the level-set

minimal vectors [11, 19]. We present an approach that relies on only evaluating the

value functions as needed in order to alleviate the computational burden of solving

and storing an exponentially large set of value function solutions, and has been applied

to instances where the number of level set minimal vectors exceeds 1018.

2.1 Properties of the Value Function

Before presenting Algorithm 1, we demonstrate several properties of the MIP value

function for programs with nonnegative constraint matrices.

Let A and B have nonnegative integral entries and no zero columns and let c and d

be nonnegative vectors. We define the value function zMIP as:

zMIP pβq :“ maxtcTx` dTy|Ax`By ď β, x P Zn`, y ě 0u,

and the value function zLP which consists of only the continuous variables as:

zLP pβq :“ maxtdTy|By ď β, y ě 0u.

Observe that because A and B are both nonnegative with no zero columns, zMIP pβq

and zLP pβq are both well-defined for all nonnegative β.

Lemma 1. For two nonnegative right-hand sides, β1, β2, if tβ1`β2u “ tβ1u, zMIP pβ1`

β2q ď zMIP pβ1q ` ||d||8||β2||1.
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Proof Let px˚, y˚q P arg max zMIP pβ1 ` β2q. Because A and B are integral and

nonnegative and tβ1 ` β2u “ tβ1u, we must have Ax˚ ď tβ1 ` β2u “ tβ1u ď β1. Let

y1 P arg max zLP pβ1 ´ Ax˚q. Because Ax˚ ` By1 ď β1, we must have cTx˚ ` dTy1 ď

zMIP pβ1q. Observe dTy˚ “ zLP pβ1 ` β2 ´ Ax
˚q. Consider the LP

maxtdTy|By ď β1 ´ Ax
˚, y ě 0u,

and its corresponding dual

mintpT pβ1 ´ Ax
˚q | pTB ě dT , p ě 0u.

Note that the optimal value of both linear programs may be expressed as zLP pβ1 ´

Ax˚q. Let p1 be an optimal solution to the dual problem with minimum l8 norm. By

strong duality, we have dTy1 “ pβ1 ´ Ax˚qTp1. B is nonnegative, integral and has no

zero column, thus ||d||81 is dual feasible. Because p1 is dual optimal with minimum l8

norm, and both p1 and the dual objectives are nonnegative, it follows that p1 ď ||d||81.

By weak duality, dTy˚ ď pβ1`β2´Ax
˚qTp1 “ pβ1´Ax

˚qTp1`βT2 p
1 ď dTy1`||d||8||β2||1.

Therefore zMIP pβ1 ` β2q “ cTx˚ ` dTy˚ ď cTx˚ ` dTy1 ` ||d||8||β2||1 ď zMIP pβ1q `

||d||8||β2||1 as desired.

Lemma 1 implies that for any hyper-rectangle R with 0 ď tlRu “ tuRu, zMIP is a

continuous function over R.

Corollary 1. The value function zMIP is upper semicontinuous over the set of feasible

right-hand sides.

2.2 Mixed-integer Variables in Both Stages

Let r1 be the number of integer first-stage variables and let r2 be the number of

continuous first-stage variables. The problem of interest is:

pP2q maxβPB1 ψpβq ` Epφphpωq ´ βqq,

where:

tβ P Rm
` |β “ Tx, x P X Ă Zr1` ˆ Rr2

` u Ă B1.
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Our approach takes advantage of the fact that relatively few exact value function

evaluations may be needed to bound subproblems. Because the set of scenarios was

assumed to be finite, for some K P N we can list the set of possible second-stage right-

hand sides as s1, s2, ..., sK , with probabilities p1, p2, ..., pK , respectively. The objective

function can be written without the expectation as ψpβq `
řK
i“1 piφpsi ´ βq. Let lR

and uR denote the lower and upper corner of a hyper-rectangle R Ă B1. Because

value functions are nondecreasing over the space of feasible right-hand sides, for any

β P R, we have the following bounds:

min
βPR

ψpβq `
K
ÿ

i“1

piφpsi ´ βq ě ψplRq `
K
ÿ

i“1

piφpsi ´ uRq, (2.1)

and

max
βPR

ψpβq `
K
ÿ

i“1

piφpsi ´ βq ď ψpuRq `
K
ÿ

i“1

piφpsi ´ lRq. (2.2)

Remark: If R “ tβu, then the 2.1 and 2.2 will hold with equality.

2.3 An Integrated Value Function Global Optimization Approach

We now present an algorithm for stochastic two-stage mixed-integer programs that

finds a βM P B1 and corresponding objective LM within ε ą 0 of the optimal objec-

tive L by applying branch-and-bound to a collection of hyper-rectangle subproblems.

Unlike in the discrete case, where finiteness of the search space guarantees finite ter-

mination and optimal convergence, extra care has to be taken in the continuous case

due to the discontinuous regions of the image of the value function. In order to ad-

dress these difficulties, we employ a branching rule to ensure that after finitely many

subproblem partitions, all hyper-rectangle subproblems R remaining in the queue will

satisfy plRi , uRis X Z “ H for all 1 ď i ď m. To avoid cases where a subproblem has

an integral upper bound for some component that is distinct from the lower bound,

we may be forced to remove some “thin” strips of the domain. We will show that the

error induced by the removal of these strips is not significant. For this algorithm to be
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effective, incorporating a value function bounding and improvement procedure would

likely result in better performance, but for now in order to simplify the exposition we

will remove these steps from the description.

Algorithm 1

Input: The problem data associated with pP2q and a tolerance ε ą 0.

Output: A pair pβM , LMq where βM is a right-hand side with objective LM .

Step 0) Set κ “ mint1{2, ε
2p||c||8`1q

u. Initialize a queue of hyper-rectangle subprob-

lems Q0 “ tB1u. Set depthpB1q “ 1. Pick an arbitrary β0 P B1. Initialize a global

lower bound L0 “ ψpβ0q `
ř

psφps´ β
0q. Set an iteration counter k Ð 0.

Step 1)

Step 1a) If Qk “ H, set βM Ð βk, LM Ð Lk. Return pβM , LMq.

Step 1b) Increment k Ð k ` 1. Set βk “ βk´1, Qk Ð Qk´1. Select some element

R P Qk to be the active problem, Qk Ð QkztRu. Initialize lower and upper bounds

for R. If the half-open interval plRi , uRis contains no integral point for each 1 ď i ď m

and ||uR´lR||1 ă mint1, ε
2p||c||8`1q

u, set γR Ð ψplRq`
ř

psφps´lRq and νR Ð ψpuRq`
ř

psφps´ lRq. Else set γR Ð ψplRq`
ř

psφps´uRq and νR Ð ψpuRq`
ř

psφps´ lRq.

Step 2)

Step 2a) If νR ď Lk `
ε
2
, prune R. Go to Step 1).

Step 2b) If Lk ă γR, set βk Ð lR. Set Lk “ ψplRq `
ř

psφps´ lRq.

Step 2c) If νR ´ γR ă
ε
2
, prune R. Go to Step 1).

Step 3) Subproblem Partitioning

If an axis i contains in integral point in plRi , uRis, do the following: set t0 “
puRi´lRi q

2
`

lRi . Choose t1 P arg mintPZXplRi ,uRi s |t´t0|. Create rectangles R1, R2 such that lR1 “ lR

and uR1j
“ uRj for all j “ i. Set uR2 “ uR and lR2j

“ lRj for all j “ i. For axis i set

uR1i
“ maxtt1´κ 1

2depthpRq
,
t1´lRi

2
` lRiu and set lR2i

“ t1. Set depthpR1q “ depthpR2q “

depthpRq ` 1. Set Qk Ð Qk Y tR1, R2u Go to Step 1.
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Else if plRi , uRis contains no integral points for each i, pick i to be the largest axis.

Set t0 “
puRi´lRi q

2
` lRi . Create rectangles R1, R2 such that lR1 “ lR and uR1j

“ uRj
for all j “ i and uR1i

“ t0. Similarly, uR2 “ uR and lR2j
“ lRj for all j “ i and

lR2i
“ t0. Set depthpR1q “ depthpR2q “ depthpRq ` 1. Set Qk Ð Qk Y tR1, R2u. Go

to Step 1.

Definition If RztR1, R2u “ H, then we refer to it as the removed strip.

2.3.1 Analysis of Algorithm 1

We will show that Algorithm 1 terminates with a pair pβM , LMq such that LM is the

objective evaluated at βM and that LM is within a tolerance ε ą 0 of the objective

of the optimal solution L.

Definition If a hyper-rectangle R1 came from splitting another rectangle R, then R1

is a child of R. If uR1 “ uR, R1 is the lower child, else it is the upper child.

Lemma 2. Let tRuk be a sequence of hyper-rectangles such that R0 “ B1 and Rk`1

is a child of Rk via Step 3). Then limkÑ8 νRk ´ γRk “ 0, where γ and ν are defined

as in Step 1b).

Proof Let ε ą 0 be given. By definition of the splitting procedure described in Step

3, if a rectangle is split along an interval rlRki , uRki s which contains an integral point

t1 P plRki , uRki s, then both children of Rk will have at least one fewer integral point in

the corresponding half-open interval. Because R0 is bounded, there are finitely many

integral points along each component interval of R0. Thus, after finitely many splits

N1 ă 8 there are no integral points in the half-open hyper-rectangle plRki , uRki s for

each i, so for all k ě N1, we have tlRku “ tuRku. Furthermore, because R0 is bounded

there exists an N2 ă 8 such that for all k ě N2, ||uRk ´ lRk ||1 ă mint1, ε
2p||c||8`1q

u.

Setting N “ maxtN1, N2u, Lemma 1 implies that ψpuRkq ´ ψplRkq ď ||c||8||uRk ´

lRk ||1 ă ε for all k ě N . Because ||uRk ´ lRk ||1 ă mint1, ε
2p||c||8`1q

u for all k ě N by

Step 1b) we set γRk “ ψplRkq `
ř

psφps ´ lRkq and νRk “ ψpuRkq `
ř

psφps ´ lRkq.

Therefore for all rectangles Rk with k ě N , νRk´γRk “ ψpuRkq´ψplRkq ď ||c||8||uRk´

lRk ||1 ă ε.
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Corollary 2. Let ε ą 0 be given. There exists an Nε such that for all k ě Nε we

have νRk ´ γRk ă ε for all sequences tRuk satisfying the following conditions:

(1) R0 Ă B1 and contains no points with an integral component in plR0 , uR0s.

(2) For all k ě 1, Rk`1 is a child of Rk.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 terminates after finitely many steps.

Proof Consider a sequence tRuk for which R0 “ B1 and Rk`1 is the child of Rk.

Set M “
řm
i“1ruB1

i
s ´ tlB1

i
u ` 1. Note M is greater than or equal to the sum of

the number of integral points along each axis of B1. Recall that each time the split

procedure, defined by Step 3), is called on a rectangle that contains an element with

integral components in plRk , uRks, for whichever axis i is split, both children will have

at least one fewer integral point along plRki , uRki s. Thus for any k ě M , Rk cannot

contain a vector in plR, uRs with integral components. Because each time the split

procedure is called, two children are created, it follows that after no more 2M calls to

the split procedure on such rectangles, none will remain in the queue.

Now consider a rectangle R̂0 in the queue that contains no vectors with an integral

component in plR̂0
, uR̂0

s. We may form a sequence with initial element R̂0 that will

satisfy both conditions of Corollary 2. Selecting R̂0 as the initial rectangle in some

new sequence tR̂uk, and taking the sequence elements again to be such that R̂k`1 is

the child of R̂k, there exists some number N ε
2

such that for any choice of R̂0 after at

most N ε
2

calls to the split procedure, we will have νR̂k´γR̂k ă
ε
2

for all k ě N ε
2
. Thus,

if rectangle R̂N ε
2

is popped from the queue, it will be pruned via Step 2c). It follows

that the depth of any branch-and-bound tree with root R̂0 can only have a depth

of N ε
2
. Because each layer of the branch-and-bound tree may have at most twice

as many nodes as the previous layer, after at most 2
N ε

2 calls to the split procedure

on rectangles in the tree, all rectangles will be pruned. Thus, if |QK | is the size

of the queue when the last rectangle containing vectors with integral components is

removed from the queue, after at most |QK |2
N ε

2 additional iterations the queue is

emptied. Therefore the algorithm terminates.
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Before proving our main convergence result, consider a rectangle Rk and a right-hand

side βk P arg maxβPRk ψpβq `
ř

psφps ´ βq. If Rk is split by Step 3, there are 2

possibilities:

piq βk is contained in a child of Rk.

piiq βk belongs neither the lower or upper child of Rk and instead was within the

removed strip when splitting along an axis with an integral point.

Definition Let tRuk be a sequence of rectangles such that R0 “ B1 and Rk`1 is a

child of Rk via Step 3). If for all k P N,

(1) βk P Rk`1,

or

(2) βk satisfies condition piiq and Rk`1 is the lower child,

then tRuk is an ε-sequence.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 terminates with an LM satisfying L´ LM ď ε.

Proof Let tRuk be an ε-sequence of hyper-rectangles. By Theorem 1, Algorithm

1 terminates. Thus the rectangles processed by the algorithm are some finite se-

quence tSuk. There exists a subsequence tŜuk such that Ŝk “ Rk for all k ď k1

and Ŝk1 is pruned by the algorithm. Let Bk “ maxβPRk ψpβq `
ř

psφps´ βq, let βk P

arg maxβPRk ψpβq`
ř

psφps´βq and let the induced error from the splitting procedure

Ek be E0 “ 0 for k “ 0 and Ek “ Bk´1 ´Bk for k ě 1. By Lemma 2, for some finite

number K, for all k ě K we will have νRK´γRK ă
ε
2
. Consider the difference between

the optimal objective L and BK , ψpβ˚q `
ř

psφps´ β
˚q ´ rψpβKq `

ř

psφps´ β
Kqs.

This can be rewritten as the following telescoping sum:

řK´1
k“0 ψpβ

kq `
ř

psφps´ β
kq ´ rψpβk`1q `

ř

psφps´ β
k`1qs

“
řK
k“0Ek.
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Note that if βk P Rk`1, then Ek`1 “ 0. Else if βk R Rk`1, Ek may be bounded using

the definition of the splitting procedure and Lemma 1 to find a β P Rk`1 which is

close in objective to βk. Because tRuk was assumed to be an ε-sequence, if βk R Rk`1,

it must have belonged to the removed strip. By definition of the splitting procedure,

an axis i was chosen and Rk was split along component interval i at the point t1

to create Rk`1. βk must satisfy βki P pmaxtt1 ´ κ 1
2depthpRkq

,
t1´lRki

2
` lRkiu, t

1q. Let

β̂kj “ βkj for all j “ i, and β̂ki “ maxtt1´κ 1
2depthpRkq

,
t1´lRki

2
` lRkiu, the upper bound of

component interval i of Rk`1. Observe β̂k P Rk`1. Because βk and β̂k differ only in

component i and because tβku “ tβ̂ku, Lemma 1 may be applied to get ψpβkq´ψpβ̂kq ď

||c||8 mintκ 1
2depthpRkq

,
t1´lRki

2
u ă ε

2
1

2k`1 . Note that by construction β̂k ď βk. We must

also have
ř

psφps ´ βkq ´
ř

psφps ´ β̂kq ď 0 due to the nondecreasing property of

value functions. Thus,

Ek`1 ď rψpβ
kq `

ř

psφps´ β
kqs ´ rψpβ̂kq `

ř

psφps´ β̂kqs ď
ε
2

1
2k`1 ,

and

řK
k“0Ek ď

ε
2
.

We derive the following bound for the optimal objective:

L “ ψpβ˚q `
ÿ

psφps´ β
˚
q

“ BK `

K
ÿ

k“0

Ek

ď νRK `
ε

2
(2.3)

ď γRK ` ε.

Because the algorithm terminates, for some k1 ď K, the rectangle Rk1 will be pruned

either by Step 2a) or by Step 2c). Let Lk1 be the current best objective found by the

algorithm when Rk1 was pruned.

Case 1: Rk1 was pruned via Step 2a)
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By definition of Step 2a), we must have νRk1 ď Lk1 `
ε
2
. Because lRk1 ď lRK ď uRK ď

uRk1 , again by the nondecreasing property, we have νRK ď νRk1 . Using the bound

derived p:q for the optimal objective:

L ď νRK `
ε

2

ď νRk1 `
ε

2

ď Lk1 ` ε.

Case 2: Rk1 was pruned via Step 2c)

By definition of Step 2c) νRk1 ´ γRk1 ă
ε
2
. Using the same logic as in Case 1, νRk1 ă

γRk1 `
ε
2

implies that νRK ă γRk1 `
ε
2
. Using inequality p2.3q to bound the optimal

objective:

L ď νRK `
ε

2

ď νRk1 `
ε

2

ă γRk1 ` ε.

Because Rk1 was pruned in Step 2c), Step 2b) must have been performed as well,

hence γRk1 ď Lk1 . Therefore L ď Lk1 ` ε.

The result follows as cases 1 and 2 are exhaustive.

2.4 Potential Enhancements for Algorithm 1

A critical component of Algorithm 1 is the careful management of solution sets and

prudent calls to the proper bounding routines. The following algorithmic modifica-

tions and subroutines are used in combination with one another to limit the number

of necessary value function evaluations and significantly improves performance.
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2.4.1 Modified Objective Bounds

Instead of determining the value functions ψ and φ exactly in Step 2a) and Step 2c),

we instead propose bounding the value function evaluations by using known value

function data that has been computed during previous iterations. In the following

description, ψL (φL) and ψU (φU) are functions that give lower (upper) bounds for ψ

(φ) respectively.

Modify Step 1) in the following way:

Start

Step 1a) Unchanged

Step 1b) Increment k Ð k ` 1. Set βk “ βk´1, Qk Ð Qk´1. Select some element

R1 P Qk to be the active problem, R Ð R1, Qk Ð QkztRu. Initialize lower and

upper bounds for the objective over R. Set νLR Ð ψLpuRq `
ř

psφLps ´ lRq and

νUR Ð ψUpuRq`
ř

psφUps´ lRq. If the half-open interval plRi , uRis contains no integral

point for each i and ||uR´ lR||1 ă mint1, ε
2p||c||8`1q

u, set γLR Ð ψLplRq`
ř

psφLps´ lRq

and γUR Ð ψUplRq `
ř

psφUps ´ lRq. Else set γLR Ð ψLplRq `
ř

psφLps ´ uRq and

γUR Ð ψUplRq `
ř

psφUps´ uRq.

End

Modify Step 2) in the following way:

Start

Step 2a) While νLR ď Lk `
ε
2
ă νUR , improve a value function estimate.

Step 2b) If νUR ď Lk `
ε
2
, prune R. Go to Step 1).

Step 2c) While γLR ď Lk ă γUR , improve a value function estimate.

Step 2d) If Lk ă γLR, set βk Ð lR. Set Lk “ ψplRq `
ř

psφps´ lRq.

Step 2e) While νLR ´ γ
U
R ă

ε
2

and νUR ´ γ
L
R ě

ε
2
, improve a value function estimate.

Step 2f) If νUR ´ γ
L
R ă

ε
2
, prune R. Go to Step 1).
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End

Remark: If the value function improvement steps give exact bounds in finitely

many steps, the modifications do not affect finite convergence or optimal termination.

Observe the decision to prune a rectangle R or update the current best objective are

unchanged.

2.4.2 Value Function Improvement

In the modified Step 2), for Step 2a), Step 2c), and Step 2e) Algorithm 1 requires a

method to improve value function estimates. Consider some value function zpβq with

nonnegative constraint matrix G and objective vector c. Let zLpβq, zUpβq be lower

and upper bounds for zpβq respectively.

Nondecreasing Bound Improvement Subroutine

In this subroutine, the nondecreasing property is applied to get bounds on an unknown

value function evaluation. Let T “ tpβi, zpβiqq|i P rksu be a list of known right-hand

sides and value function evaluations. Given some feasible right-hand side β, do the

following:

Start

For i P rks,

1) If βi ď β, set zLpβq “ maxtzLpβq, zpβiqu.

2) If βi ě β, set zUpβq “ mintzUpβq, zpβiqu.

End

Superadditive Bound Improvement Subroutine

In this subroutine, the superadditive property is applied to get bounds on an unknown

value function evaluation. Let T “ tpβi, zpβiqq|i P rksu be a list of known right-hand

sides and value function evaluations. Given some feasible right-hand side β, do the

following:
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Start

For i P rks,

1) If βi ď β, set zLpβq “ maxtzLpβq, zpβiq ` zLpβ ´ βiqu.

2) If βi ě β, set zUpβq “ mintzUpβq, zpβiq ´ zLpβi ´ βu.

3) Set zUpβq “ mintzUpβq, zUpβi ` βq ´ zpβiqu.

End

Variants of the nondecreasing and superadditive bound improvement subroutines were

used in [11] to determine the value functions over the entire space of feasible right-

hand sides.

Greedy Bound Improvement Subroutine

Start

In this subroutine, a greedy heuristic is applied to get lower bounds on an unknown

value function evaluation zpβq. We assume that the MIP associated with z has a

nonnegative constraint matrix G and objective c. Let T “ tpGi, zpGiqq|i P rnsu be

a list of columns of the constraint matrix associated with z and the value function

evaluated at the matrix’s columns. Given some feasible right-hand side β, do the

following:

0) Sort the columns of T by efficiency so that zpGiq
||Gi||1

ě
zpGi`1q

||Gi`1||1
for i P rn ´ 1s. Set

β1 Ð β. Set L “ 0.

For i P rns

1) If the ith variable of z is discrete, find the largest α P Z` such that β1 ´ αGi ě 0.

Set LÐ L` αci, β
1 Ð β1 ´ αGi.

2) If the ith variable of z is continuous, find the largest α P R` such that β1´αGi ě 0.

Set LÐ L` αci, β
1 Ð β1 ´ αGi.

Set zLpβq “ maxtzLpβq, Lu.
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End

2.4.3 Linearization

Suppose over a hyper-rectangle subset R, the following equalities holds:

ψpβq “R ψpβ̂q ` ψLP pβ ´ β̂q,

and

φphpωq ´ βq “R φpβ̂ωq ` φLP pphpωq ´ β̂ωq ´ βq,

for all β P R. Then by fixing the discrete variables of our problem, the optimal

value can be found by solving a much easier stochastic linear program, potentially

allowing us to prune a leaf of our branch and bound tree without having to partition to

considerable depths due to a small convergence tolerance which implicitly magnifies

the search space. However, even if we have determined that the optimal discrete

variables associated with ψplRq and ψpuRq are identical as well as the discrete variables

associated with φphpωq ´ uRq and φphpωq ´ lRq for each ω P Ω, this condition is not

strong enough to guarantee the associated linear program will be optimal over all of

R. Consider the following counterexample:

maxr1, 1, 3sTx` r10, 100sTy

subject to:

»

—

—

—

–

1 0 1

0 1 1

0 0 0

0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

x`

»

—

—

—

–

1 0

0 0

1 1

0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

y ď

»

—

—

—

–

1

1

0

0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

` v

x P Z3
`, y P R2

`.

If v “ 0 or v “ 1
2
pe3 ` e4q the optimal discrete variables are x “ p0, 0, 1qT . Yet, if

v “ 1
2
e3, the optimal discrete variables are x “ p0, 1, 0qT .
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By solving an auxiliary problem we can determine whether or not it is appropriate to

decompose our value functions into linear components over the domain. Recall the

value function zMIP defined as:

zMIP pβq :“ maxtcTx` dTy|Ax`By ď β, x P Zn`, y ě 0u,

and suppose x˚ are the optimal discrete variables for lR. The error induced by fixing

the discrete variables over the set R can be determined by solving the following

optimization problem:

error “ max cTx` dTy ´ pcTx˚ ` dT sq (2.4)

subject to:

Ax`By ´ Iv ď lR

Iv ď uR ´ lR

s P arg maxtdT s|Bs ď plR ` vq ´ Ax
˚u

x P Zn`, y ě 0, s ě 0

0 ď v ď uR ´ lR.

Using linear programming duality, we may express the constraint that s is optimal

by replacing it with its corresponding dual variables:

error “ max cTx` dTy ´ pcTx˚ ` pT plR ´ Ax
˚
q ` xp, vyq (2.5)

subject to:

Ax`By ´ Iv ď lR

Iv ď uR ´ lR

´BTp ď ´d

x P Zn`, y ě 0, p ě 0

0 ď v ď uR ´ lR.

This problem can then be solved using a non-convex MIQP solver. If error is zero,

then decomposing the model into its discrete and continuous components will yield

an optimal solution over the domain. However, in practice solving this problem as a

non-convex MIQP is too computationally burdonsome for our purposes. Because the
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dual polyhedron P “ tp| ´ BTp ě ´d, p ě 0u is fixed, we propose a cutting plane

approach with the following master problem:

error “ max cTx` dTy ´ pcTx˚ ` µq (2.6)

subject to:

Ax`By ´ Iv ď lR

Iv ď uR ´ lR

µ “ minkPKtv
Tpk ` plR ´ Ax

˚qTpku

x P Zn`, y ě 0, p ě 0

0 ď v ď uR ´ lR,

where the set tpkukPK is a set of previously generated extreme points of P . If v˚ are

the optimal decisions variables for v in the master problem, we may search for an

entering vertex by solving the following subproblem:

min pTv˚ ` pT plR ´ Ax
˚
q (2.7)

subject to:

´Bp ď ´d

p ě 0.

If our solution vector p˚ satisfies p˚Tv˚ ` p˚T plR ´ Ax˚q ă µ, then we add p˚ to our

set of extreme points in the master problem; else we are optimal. Due to the low

dimension of our problems of interest, this cutting plane approach is fast in practice.

Due to our partitioning procedure the second stage rectangles rhpωq ´ uR, hpωq ´ lRs

frequently have integral upper bounds. Consequentially, it is often the case that φ is

not linearizable over all second-stage rectangles. To compensate, for some δε ą 0 we

may decompose a rectangle R into the following sets:

R “ D1 YD2,

where D1 :“ rlR, lR ` δεs and D2 :“ R X tβ|1Tβ ě lR `
δε
2
u. We have the following

bound for the set D1:
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maxβPD1 ψpβq ` Epφphpωq ´ βqq ď ψplR ` δεq ` Epφphpωq ´ lRqq.

For D2, we compute the error over the second-stage rectangles after adding in the cut

1Tv ď 1TuR ´
δε
2

to model 2.6. If the total error over is zero or sufficiently small, we

can then convert our optimization problem into a stochastic linear program over the

convex set D2 and solve as a linear program.

2.4.4 Implementation Discussion

We propose initializing a collection of solution sets T1 and T2 for the first and second-

stage respectively during Step 0). Whenever the algorithm is required to evaluate a

value function exactly via a MIP solve, the solution is incorporated into the corre-

sponding solution set.

The Nondecreasing Bound Improvement Subroutine is an efficient way to get initial

bounds on zpβq, but only if there is also an effective scheme to find a set of β1 that

satisfy β1 ď β, or similarly, a set of β1 that satisfy β ď β1. In our implementation,

the algorithm manages solution sets T1 and T2 as binary trees that partition both

the first-stage and second-stage right-hand side sets, B1 and B2. Each leaf of the

trees is associated with a hyper-rectangle R and list of known tender/value function

evaluation pairs pβ1, zpβ1qq with β1 P R for each tender in the list. Included in this

list are the lower and upper corners of the hyper-rectangle. By locating the leaf of

the tree whose associated rectangle contains β, bounds are guaranteed in Oplog|Bi|q

time for i “ 1, 2. In practice, this process can be used to get initial bounds on a value

function evaluation while the other subroutines can be used to get stronger bounds.

As the size of the solution set grows, it becomes inefficient to run the subroutines

over the entire set of known evaluations. By limiting the inspected right-hand sides

to tenders within a sub-list associated with a leaf of the corresponding tree, one can

efficiently use superadditivity to quickly generate lower and upper bounds for value

functions.

Finally, it is vital to keep calls to MIP solvers for value function evaluations to a

minimum, as it is generally more expensive than the improvement routines outlined

above. For the tested instances, MIP solves encompassed most of the computational
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work of the algorithm. It is possible to take a dynamic programming approach in order

to get exact bounds on a value function evaluation. In either case, if the algorithm

is forced to call an exact solver to get value function information, the corresponding

solution is added to the solution set.

2.4.5 Solution Set Management

In this section, some remaining details about how our implementation manages the so-

lution sets T1 and T2 are described. As mentioned in section 2.4.3, when the algorithm

is forced to improve a value function estimate by making a potentially expensive call

to an exact solver, it incorporates the corresponding right-hand side/evaluation pair

into the solution set. Simultaneously, calling the Superadditive Bound Improvement

Subroutine and having it terminate quickly depends on the input solution set being

small. Consider the leaf that contains the solution pair: if its length exceeds some

user-defined threshold, the leaf is split by partitioning the hyper-rectangle space as-

sociated with the leaf into two nonempty subsets R Ñ R1, R2, and then by copying

the corresponding solutions into the associated leaves. A beneficial side effect of this

procedure is that for any future right-hand side β1 that needs to be bounded belongs

to either R1 or R2. By simply looking up the corresponding rectangle, Ri, the bounds

given by the corners of the rectangle by the nondecreasing property will necessarily

be as good as for R since lR ď lRi ď uRi ď uR for i P t1, 2u, and are often tighter.

Finally, note that after a call to an exact solver, it is possible to generate more than

one new right-hand side/value function evaluation pair. Suppose the MIP associated

with zpβq has been solved for some feasible right-hand side β, and let x˚ be the

corresponding primal solution. Note that Gx˚ ď β, and if Gx˚ ă β, then the pair

pGx˚, zpβqq may be added to the solution set as well. It is possible to further grow the

solution set by using integer complimentary slackness [11]. Note that the set X˚
ď “

tx ď x˚|x P Zn`u may be quite large, hence it may be only possible to incorporate a

subset of X˚
ď into the solution set. One possible way to choose a subset is to pick

some initial x ď x˚ and decrement components of x arbitrarily until the 0 vector is

reached.
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2.4.6 Implementation Improvements

We compared our implementation that uses the suggested improvements against a

naive version of the algorithm that always uses a commercial MIP solver to determine

value functions in order to observe any potential speedup.

Table 1. Implementation Comparison Results

Name N-IP Solves N-CPU Time (s) IP Solves CPU Time (s)

TH1 125606 2033.39 17487 303.23

TH2 159 0.14 30 .03

TH3 44585 225.84 4772 30.81

TH4 32459 424.31 5700 73.8

TH5 1930154 38208.7 175700 5075.54

The columns of Table 6 display the number of IP solves and time required to solve

the set of instances to optimality by the two differing implementations. The columns

with headers N-IP Solves and N-CPU Times (s) display the data for the naive im-

plementation, while the remaining columns display the corresponding data for our

implementation with the suggested improvements. We see from our results that the

implementation which approximates the value functions before calling the MIP solver

performs significantly better than the naive implementation for these tested instances.

Due to perceived performance increase, we used our solver with the improvements to

get computational results for our larger instance set.

2.5 An Exact Solver for Discrete First-Stage Variables

We now show that it is possible to modify Algorithm 1 into an exact solver when all

variables are discrete. The problem of interest when X is discrete can be written as:

pP2q maxβPB1XZm` ψpβq ` Epφphpωq ´ βqq.

Problems of this form were first studied in [2, 11]. Ahmed et al. assumed the second-

stage was discrete, while Kong et al. assumed both stages were discrete.
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Proposition 1. If X and Y are discrete, there exists a tolerance ε ą 0 such that

Algorithm 1 will terminate with the optimal objective.

Proof

If all tenders have the same objective, then the proposition is trivial. Else, let the

probabilities for each scenario be p1, ..., pK and let N P N be a natural number such

that N ˆ pk P N for all k P t1, ..., Ku. Consider the optimal tender β˚ and let β1

be a tender with the largest strictly worse objective. Note β1 must exist due to the

finiteness of the decision variables. We have the following strict inequality:

N rψpβ1q `
řK
k“1pφphpωq ´ β

1qqs ă N rψpβ˚q `
řK
k“1pφphpωq ´ β

˚qqs.

Since both sides of the inequality are integral, the difference must be at least one.

Thus if ε ă 1
N

, the algorithm will return a tender with optimal objective.

In practice, simply choosing such an ε may result in poor performance. To modify

Algorithm 1 to be an exact solver, it is preferable to exploit the fact the there must be

an integral optimal tender. Replace the splitting routine in Step 3) with the following:

Split Procedure for Discrete X

Start

Step 3a) If |RXZm| “ 1, prune R. Go to Step 1).

Step 3b) Split R into two disjoint hyper-rectangle subsets R1, R2 such that R1XZm “
H, R2XZm “ H and RXZm “ pR1YR2qXZm. Set Qk Ð QkYtR1, R2u. Go to Step

1).

End

Remark: If X is discrete and the value functions φ and ψ are determined over the

respective right-hand side spaces, the approach is equivalent to the approach of Kong

et al. [11].
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2.6 Algorithm 1 Computational Experiments

In this section we present computational results for our implementation of Algorithm

1, which is an exact solver for discrete X that uses the value function bounding

routines described above to solve instances with large feasible right-hand side spaces.

2.6.1 Algorithm 1 Uniformly Sampled Instances

For our computational tests, constraint matrix data was generated by uniformly sam-

pling from nonnegative integers between two bounds. Any zero columns were removed

to ensure a bounded objective and that both spaces of feasible right-hand sides were

contained in bounded hyper-rectangles. Because the columns of T are nonnegative

and integral, having lB1 “ 0 and uB1 “ b where b is the right-hand side constraint

for the first-stage problem suffices as a suitable search domain. After the scenario

set was generated, the lower corner of B2 can be set as lB2 “ 0 and the upper

corner components were set to be the maximum of the scenario realizations, i.e.,

uB2
i
“ maxωPΩ hpωqi for each 1 ď i ď m. The columns with header mEXT and nEXT

give the corresponding dimensions of the extensive formulation constraint matrix.

Scenarios were generated by independently sampling right-hand side components uni-

formly between b and 2b. Choosing b as the lower bound ensures that relatively com-

plete recourse is satisfied. Probabilities were sampled uniformly from r0, 1s and then

normalized so that they defined a valid probability distribution.

For the instances classified as Medium or Large sized in the following tables, an

identity sub-matrix was embedded within the constraint data for both stages. For

these columns, the corresponding objectives for the identity matrix were picked to be

some relatively small nonnegative number relative to the objective of the randomly

generated columns. The objective for the second-stage identity columns were less

than the first-stage objective. This was done to ensure that the decision maker would

not simply defer to the second-stage before making a choice with the corresponding

variables. This can be interpreted as a discount for future rewards.

If an instance is generated where the first-stage objective is much larger than the

second-stage objective or vice-versa, the instance may have a trivial solution, i.e., a
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solution that is the lower corner or upper corner of B1. We consider such instances

less interesting in the sense that they are generally easier to solve. For all presented

instances, the optimal tender solutions were nontrivial.

For the subsequent tables, the column with header “IP Solves” reports the number of

calls N the algorithm made to our commercial MIP solver in order to evaluate a value

function for a single right-hand side. The column with header “Solve Fraction” reports

what proportion of the space the value function was solved exactly over N{p|B1| `

|B2|q. The column with header “Avg Prune Size” reports the average volume of a

hyper-rectangle when the branch-and-bound algorithm pruned a hyper-rectangle.

Small Instances

Table 2a. Instance Data

Name m n1 n2 |B1| |B2| |Ω| mEXT nEXT

TST01 5 200 200 1.61ˆ 105 3.2ˆ 106 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

TST02 5 200 200 1.61ˆ 105 3.2ˆ 106 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

TST03 5 200 200 1.61ˆ 105 3.2ˆ 106 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

TST04 5 200 200 1.61ˆ 105 3.2ˆ 106 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

Table 2b. Computational Results

Name IP Solves Solve Fraction Avg Prune Size CPU Time (s) Iterations

TST01 1.46ˆ 104 4.34ˆ 10´3 3.09ˆ 102 224.43 643

TST02 1.97ˆ 104 5.86ˆ 10´3 2.27ˆ 102 303.08 782

TST03 4.61ˆ 103 1.37ˆ 10´3 7.00ˆ 102 25.57 294

TST04 5.20ˆ 103 1.55ˆ 10´3 6.39ˆ 102 54.22 351

Medium Instances

Table 3a. Instance Data
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Name m n1 n2 |B1| |B2| |Ω| mEXT nEXT

TST30 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.2ˆ 1011 1000 5.01ˆ 103 2.02ˆ 104

TST31 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.2ˆ 1011 2500 1.25ˆ 104 5.00ˆ 105

TST32 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.2ˆ 1011 5000 2.50ˆ 104 1.00ˆ 106

TST33 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.2ˆ 1011 10000 5.00ˆ 104 2.00ˆ 106

Table 3b. Computational Results

Name IP Solves Solve Fraction Avg Prune Size CPU Time (s) Iterations

TST30 2.03ˆ 105 6.15ˆ 10´7 1.36ˆ 107 4.24ˆ 103 844

TST31 6.05ˆ 105 1.83ˆ 10´6 9.59ˆ 106 1.64ˆ 104 1144

TST32 1.08ˆ 106 3.27ˆ 10´6 8.40ˆ 106 3.62ˆ 104 1323

TST33 4.26ˆ 106 1.29ˆ 10´5 3.97ˆ 106 1.31ˆ 105 3123

Large Instances

Table 4a. Instance Data

Name m n1 n2 |B1| |B2| |Ω| mEXT nEXT

TST21 6 500 500 1.58ˆ 1016 9.63ˆ 1017 100 606 5.05ˆ 104

TST22 6 500 500 1.58ˆ 1016 9.95ˆ 1017 250 1506 1.26ˆ 105

TST23 6 500 500 1.58ˆ 1016 9.98ˆ 1017 500 3006 2.51ˆ 105

TST24 6 500 500 1.58ˆ 1016 9.99ˆ 1017 1000 6006 5.01ˆ 105

Table 4b. Computational Results

Name IP Solves Solve Fraction Avg Prune Size CPU Time (s) Iterations

TST21 3.54ˆ 105 3.62ˆ 10´13 1.78ˆ 1012 9.53ˆ 104 9062

TST22 1.14ˆ 106 1.14ˆ 10´12 1.48ˆ 1012 1.70ˆ 105 12722

TST23 5.59ˆ 105 5.51ˆ 10´13 5.12ˆ 1012 1.01ˆ 105 3795

TST24 1.55ˆ 106 1.53ˆ 10´12 3.41ˆ 1012 2.59ˆ 105 5089
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2.6.2 Extensive Formulation

We also attempted to solve the uniformly generated instances by using the extensive

formulation. Gurobi was able to solve instance TST03 and TST04 to optimality. The

remaining instances were killed by the system due to insufficient resources.

2.6.3 Difficult Algorithm 1 Instances

While the bounds for subproblems are guaranteed to converge, there are instances

where the branch-and-bound tree must reach considerable depths before being able

to prune. Consider the following example:

z “ max 1Tx` EξQpx, ξpωqq
subject to:

Ix ď b

x P Zn1
` ,

where:

Qpx, ξpωqq :“ maxyt1
Ty|Iy ď hpωq ´ Ix, y P Zn2

` u.

For this trivial instance, the objective is identical for any feasible choice of first-stage

x; however, for any rectangle R with lR ă tuRu, z ď 1 ` ψpuRq `
ř|Ω|
i“1 psφps ´ lRq.

Despite any initial tender being optimal, to prove optimality in the discrete case, the

algorithm must partition down to singleton sets if only the nondecreasing bounds are

used.

Nevertheless, it is possible to avoid this behavior by using alternative bounds. Consider

the following MIP obtained by relaxing the second-stage variables to be continuous:

z “ max 1Tx` EξQpx, ξpωqq
subject to:

Ix ď b

x P Zn1
` ,

where:
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Qpx, ξpωqq :“ maxyt1
Ty|Iy ď hpωq ´ Ix, y P Rn2

` u.

Any feasible solution to the relaxed problem trivially provides an upper bound, and

since hpωq is assumed to be an integral vector, the objectives are in fact equal allowing

us to immediately prune the entire space given the objective of any initial β0 P

B1XZm` . At least partially solving the second-stage relaxed MIP during a subproblem

processing iteration could potentially reduce the size of the branch-and-bound tree

significantly. Note for a general subproblem R, the constraint lR ď Tx ď uR would

be added to the MIP.

Motivated by the above example as well as Pisinger’s strongly correlated instances

for 1-dimensional knapsack problems we generated difficult instances by making ob-

jectives proportional to 1-norm of the columns plus some small random noise [16].

These instances are inspired by “real-life” instances where cost of filling the knap-

sack is related to the total weight of the added item plus some fixed charge. In the

1-dimensional single-stage case, these instances are ill conditioned in the sense that

the continuous relaxations provide poor bounds for the integer solutions.

Difficult Instances

Table 5a. Instance Data

Name m n1 n2 |B1| |B2| |Ω| mEXT nEXT

TST11 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.15ˆ 1011 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

TST12 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.17ˆ 1011 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

TST13 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.14ˆ 1011 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

TST14 5 200 200 1.05ˆ 1010 3.12ˆ 1011 100 505 2.02ˆ 104

Table 5b. Computational Results

Name IP Solves Solve Fraction Avg Prune Size CPU Time (s) Iterations

TST11 1.65ˆ 106 5.07ˆ 10´6 2.50ˆ 105 1.04ˆ 105 50296

TST12 1.87ˆ 106 5.71ˆ 10´6 2.30ˆ 105 1.87ˆ 105 52092

TST13 3.33ˆ 106 1.03ˆ 10´5 1.25ˆ 105 2.22ˆ 105 98590

TST14 1.60ˆ 106 4.95ˆ 10´6 2.18ˆ 105 1.75ˆ 105 54740
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2.6.4 Kong et al. Instances [11]

The instances studied by Kong et al. [11] have relatively small search spaces, but a

large number of possible scenarios. Unsurprisingly, our method is far slower than their

approach for these instances as we are forced to solve a large number of MIPs exactly.

We tested our algorithm on a pair of these instances and compared the solutions with

the solution induced by randomly sampling a number of scenarios from the sample

space.

Kong et al. [11] Instances

Table 6a. Instance Data

Name m n1 n2 |B1| |B2| |Ω| mEXT nEXT

IC1 7 300 500 2.80ˆ 105 1.95ˆ 107 2.80ˆ 105 1.96ˆ 106 1.40ˆ 108

IC2 7 300 500 2.80ˆ 105 1.95ˆ 107 2.80ˆ 105 1.96ˆ 106 1.40ˆ 108

Table 6b. Computational Results

Name IP Solves Solve Fraction Kong et al. Time (s) CPU Time (s)

P1 4.26ˆ 106 2.15ˆ 10´1 1.90ˆ 104 6.08ˆ 104

P2 8.26ˆ 106 4.18ˆ 10´1 7.71ˆ 103 1.85ˆ 105
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Fig 5): Subproblem objective error and required IP solves

The above graphs display the absolute difference between solving an instance on a

random subset of the scenarios to the objective of the full problem as well as the

total number of IP solves required to solve the induced problems. Surprisingly, for all

induced problems with more than 200 scenarios, the optimal tenders of the induced

problems were the same as the optimal tender of the full problem.

2.6.5 Algorithm 1 Computational Results Summary

From the uniformly generated instance’s numerical results, it can be seen that Algorithm

1 is able to solve problems with extremely large search spaces. As mentioned before,

both the Medium and Large sized instances contained identity sub-matrices within

the first and second-stage constraint matrices, hence the size of the set of level set

minimal vectors is equal to the size of the right-hand side spaces. For both of these

instance classes, we strongly recommend implementing the algorithmic improvements

discussed in 2.4. In general, the suggested enhancements would be beneficial unless

the scenario space is relatively dense in the right-hand side space, as in instances P1

and P2. In the case of the medium sized instances, the amount of storage required

to store all of φpβq for all β P B2 would be significant. For a machine with 4 byte

integers, the memory requirement would be 1.28 terabytes. For the Large size in-

stances, the situation is far worse, with the complete storage of φ reaching a memory

requirement of over 4.00 exabytes.
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For the so-called difficult instances, it can be seen that as expected the branch-and-

bound procedure becomes significantly weaker; iteration count sharply increases when

compared with the spatially similar medium sized uniformly generated instances while

the average prune size decreases in an analogous fashion.

While Algorithm 1 was able to successfully solve instances with large tender spaces,

the approach still entails a number of drawbacks. The dimension of the search space

remains a bottleneck for the algorithm. While the method is able to handle extreme

pathological examples, for example when integral combinations of the constraint ma-

trices columns are extremely sparse in the space of right-hand sides, a high dimen-

sional problem with constraint data uniformly sampled will still with high probability

overwhelm the solver due to the large size of the search space and the higher difficulty

of the recourse problems.

Furthermore, it can be seen from the data that unlike other value function approaches,

as the size of the sample space increases, computational time tends to increase as well.

This is unsurprising. For problems with smaller scenario counts, the value function

estimates have to only be tight on a smaller domain of interest. As the scenario count

gets larger, the estimates have to be tighter on a larger subset of |B2|, which in turn

requires us to make more calls to the integer program solver and increases time spent

on processing subproblems in branch-and-bound.



Chapter 3

Dual Decomposition Approaches for Value

Functions Approaches

In contrast to other value function techniques that are highly insensitive to scenario

counts, Algorithm 1 must iteratively improve value function estimates in order to

properly bound subproblems. This scales more noticeably as the scenario counts

increases relative to other methods that completely determine the value functions over

the relevant sets before searching for the optimal tender. In this chapter we will study

how limiting the number of scenarios affects the solution quality and examine related

methods that are able to find good approximate solutions using dual decomposition

techniques combined with value function approaches.

3.1 Relaxing the Nonanticipativity Constraints

While reducing the number of scenarios allows Algorithm 1 to find an approximate

solution quickly, one may be uncomfortable with removing a large portion of the

scenario data for a general problem. Instead of simply solving the problem over a

reduced scenario set, we propose partitioning the scenario data into some number r of

nonempty disjoint subsets S1,S2, ...,Sr. These subsets are known as scenario bundles.

Given the first-stage value function ψ and second-stage value function φ, pP2q is

equivalent to the following problem:

z “ max
βPB1

tψpβq `
r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijφpsij ´ βqu,
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where sij is the jth right-hand side of scenario bundle Si, and pij is the corresponding

probability. Instead of solving this problem directly via Algorithm 1, consider the

equivalent split-variable formulation:

z “ max
βPB1

tψpβq `
r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijφpsij ´ βiq, β “ β1 “ ... “ βru.

By setting βi “ β for all 1 ď i ď r, we explicitly enforce the nonanticipativity

constraints for (P2). These constraints ensure that all first-stage decisions are in

agreement regardless of which scenario bundle corresponds with βi. Consider the

effect of removing these constraints from the problem:

zB “ max
βiPB1

t

r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqsu.

It is clear that by removing these constraints the objective of the solution zB will

trivially be an upper bound on any objective z for a solution that satisfies the nonan-

ticipativity constraints. On the other hand, if the solution for each bundle is identical,

then the solution to zB is also the solution to (P2). For cases when the bundle solu-

tions are not in agreement, we now derive a method for closing the gap between bundle

solutions and the solution of (P2) by penalizing violations of the nonanticipativity

constraints.

3.2 Dual Decomposition Overview

Given a first-stage value function ψ, a second-stage value function φ, and some collec-

tion of scenario bundles S1,S2, ...,Sr that partition the set of scenarios, we relax the

equality constraints for βi. The solution of the relaxed model is a valid upper bound

for the solution of the overall problem r6s. Unlike [6, 14], who relaxed nonanticipa-

tivity constraints in the primal variables, we relax nonanticipativity constraints for

tender variables. To our knowledge we are the first to attempt this. The Lagrangian

relaxation of the split-variable formulation can be written as:
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zLD “ min
tλ|

řr
i“1 λ“0u

Dpλ1, ..., λrq,

where

Dpλ1, ..., λrq :“
r
ÿ

i“1

max
βiPB1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs ` λ
T
i βi.

The dual functionDpλ1, ..., λrq provides a valid upper bound for pP2q for all pλ1, ..., λrq P

tλ|
řr
i“1 λi “ 0u.

Proposition 2. For all λ such that
řr
i“1 λi “ 0, z “ maxβPB1tψpβq`

řr
i“1

ř|Si|
j“1 pijφpsij´

βqu ď zLD ď Dpλ1, ..., λrq.

Proof Let λ˚ be the minimizer of zLD and let β˚ P arg maxβPB1tψpβq`
řr
i“1

ř|Si|
j“1 pijφpsij´

βqu. The following inequalities show that z is bounded above by the dual:

z “ ψpβ˚q `
r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijφpsij ´ β
˚
q

“

r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβ
˚
q ` φpsij ´ β

˚
qs `

r
ÿ

i“1

λTi β
˚

ď max
βiPB1

r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs `
r
ÿ

i“1

λTi βi

“ Dpλ1, ..., λrq.

Proposition 3. Dpλ1, ..., λrq is convex in λ.

Proof

Let λ1 and λ2 be given. Let α P p0, 1q. We have the following:
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Dpαλ1 ` p1´ αqλ2q “ max
βiPB1

r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs `
r
ÿ

i“1

pαλ1i ` p1´ αqλ2iq
Tβi

ď max
βiPB1

αp
r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs `
r
ÿ

i“1

λT1iβiq

` max
βiPB1

p1´ αqp
r
ÿ

i“1

|Si|
ÿ

j“1

pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs `
r
ÿ

i“1

λT2iβiq

“ αDpλ1, ..., λrq ` p1´ αqDpλ1, ..., λrq.

Moreover, D is separable. Let Dipλiq :“ maxβiPB1

ř|Si|
j“1 pijrψpβiq`φpsij´βiqs`λ

T
i βi.

The optimization problem can once again be rewritten as:

zLD “ min
tλ|

řr
i“1 λ“0u

r
ÿ

i“1

Dipλiq.

A computational advantage of viewing the problem in this separated form is that

each bundle subproblem can be solved independently. Going forward, we will concern

ourselves with solving zLD in terms of the functions Dipλiq.

3.3 Solving the Dual Problem

There are multiple ways to approach minimizing
řr
i“1Dipλiq over the set tλ|

řr
i“1 λi “

0u, but a method has to be chosen to evaluate Dipλiq itself. Removing the value

functions entirely and replacing them with the corresponding mixed-integer programs,

the evaluation of a single Dipλiq can be achieved by solving the following program:

Dipλiq “ maxx,y,β λ
T
i βi `

ř|Si|
j“1 pijpc

Txi ` d
Tyijq

subject to:

Txi ď βi

Txi `Wyij ď sij
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βi P B
1

xi P X, yij P Y .

Using a mixed-integer program solver as an oracle to evaluate Dipλiq, we then need

to perform the minimization of a non-smooth convex function over an affine space.

There are several approaches in the literature that could be applied to solve this

problem, for example, the subgradient method. While evaluating Dipλiq as a MIP

is practical when the size of the scenario bundles |Si| are small, it is impractical for

large scenario bundles. For these cases, value function approaches may be applicable.

In order to incorporate the penalty term from the Lagrangian relaxation will need to

slightly modify the subproblem bounds to account for the linear term in the objective.

For a hyper-rectangle R Ă B1, the following bounds are valid for any β P R:

ř|Si|
j“1 pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs ` λ

T
i βi ě

ř|Si|
j“1 pijrψplRq ` φpsij ´ uRqs ` λiMIN

pRq,

and

ř|Si|
j“1 pijrψpβiq ` φpsij ´ βiqs ` λ

T
i βi ď

ř|Si|
j“1 pijrψpuRq ` φpsij ´ lRqs ` λ

T
iMAX

pRq.

Where λiMIN
pRq “ minβPR λ

T
i β and λiMAX

pRq “ maxβPR λ
T
i β respectively. These

new bounds can be used by Algorithm 1 to evaluate Dipλiq, even when the scenario

count is substantial. Next, following Lubin et al. [14], zLD is minimized by using the

proximal bundle method with a quadratic penalty term.

3.4 Algorithm 2: Proximal Bundle Dual Decomposition

Because the dual functions Dipλiq are convex and piece-wise linear, they must satisfy

the following subgradient inequality:

Dipλiq ě Dipλ̂iq ` g
T pλi ´ λ̂iq,

where g is a subgradient of Di at λ̂i. The subproblem solution β̂i is a subgradient of Di

at λ̂i, therefore we can use subgradient constraints to write the following cutting-plane

LP whose solution is zLD:
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zLD “ min
r
ÿ

i“1

θi

subject to
r
ÿ

i“1

λi “ 0

θi ě Dipλ̂kq ` β̂k
T
pλi ´ λ̂kq for k P K.

Here, β̂k is the optimal solution as well as subgradient of Dipλ̂kq, for each k in the

indexing set of subgradients K. Instead of solving the above LP by generating a series

of subgradient cuts, which from our computational experience has proven ineffective

due to the number of cuts required, minimizing zLD is possible by solving a series of

quadratic programs of the following form:

qLD “ min
r
ÿ

i“1

θi ` τ
1

2
||λ´ λ`||

2
2

subject to
r
ÿ

i“1

λi “ 0

θi ě Dipλ̂kq ` β̂k
T
pλi ´ λ̂kq, @k P K,

where λ is the vector of all λi, λi` is the current prox-center, τ is a nonnegative scalar

and K is in an index set over all previously generated subgradient cuts. We propose

the following algorithm:

Algorithm 2: Proximal Bundle Dual Decomposition

Step 0) Choose a tolerance ε ą 0. Pick 3 nonnegative parameters a, b, c. Set an

iteration counter tÐ 0. Set τ ą 0. Set λ` “ 0 to be the initial prox center. Set the

initial objective U “
řr
i“1Dipλi`q.

Step 1) Solve qLD to obtain new λ. Evaluate
řr
i“1Dipλiq. Using the solutions β̂ of

the subproblems Dipλiq, add sub-gradient cuts to K, update qLD.

Step 2) Set ω “
p
řr
i“1Dipλiq´θiq

1`|
ř

iDipλ`q|
. Set u “ 3

2
τp1´p

řr
i“1Dipλiq´

řr
i“1Dipλi`q{ωqq. Set

τ “ mintmaxtmaxtu, τ{au, bu, aτu.
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If
řr
i“1Dipλq´θi

1`|U |
ă ε exit.

Step 3) If
řr
i“1Dipλi`q ´ Dipλiq ą ω{c, set U Ð

řr
i“1Dipλiq, set λ` Ð λ. Else

restore previous prox center. Increment t. Go to Step 1).

Remark: We run our numerical tests with a “ 10, b “ 0.0001, c “ 1000.

3.5 Algorithm 2 Computational Experiments

3.5.1 Algorithm 2 Implementation

As discussed previously, because the run time of Algorithm 1 scales with the sce-

nario count, we are interested in examining strategies that can reduce the impact

of large scenario counts. Algorithm 2 uses a dual decomposition strategy to divide

the scenario groups into smaller bundles which can be processed more quickly. In an

ideal setting, the subproblems would be solved in parallel, which potentially could

lead to substantial speedup over the serial method as solving the subproblems is the

bottleneck of the method. One positive aspect of solving the subproblems in serial

is that the solution sets may be easily recycled between subproblems which may be

challenging to manage efficiently in parallel. To test the efficacy of this strategy, we

examine run time and duality gap.

3.5.2 Algorithm 2 Instances

Instances for Algorithm 2 were generated in the same manner as the uniform instances

for Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 was applied on the instances with bundles created by

partitioning the scenario set as evenly as possible in terms of scenario count, while

assigning the scenarios themselves randomly. Algorithm 1 was also tested on these

instances to compare the approach with the more traditional value function approach.

3.5.3 Algorithm 2 Computational Results
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Table 7. TST01 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/10 264.97 547.79 5 6.58ˆ10´4

1/5 240.36 240.36 1 0.00

1/2 300.92 300.92 1 0.00

1/1 224.43 224.43 1 0.00

Table 8. TST02 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/10 322.19 679.24 9 1.30ˆ10´3

1/5 314.3 574.10 6 3.12ˆ10´3

1/2 315.33 410.48 4 9.26ˆ10´5

1/1 303.08 303.08 1 0.00

Table 9. TST03 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/10 25.46 27.93 1 0.00

1/5 26.91 26.91 1 0.00

1/2 21.03 21.03 1 0.00

1/1 25.57 25.57 1 0.00

Table 10. TST04 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/10 73.32 279.17 8 4.94ˆ10´4

1/5 63.10 186.75 5 ă 10´8

1/2 65.31 65.31 1 0.00

1/1 54.22 54.22 1 0.00

Table 11. TST30 Tests
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Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/40 3.88ˆ 103 1.81ˆ 104 5 6.20ˆ10´5

1/20 3.62ˆ 103 3.62ˆ 103 1 0.00

1/10 3.44ˆ 103 3.44ˆ 103 1 0.00

1/1 4.24ˆ 103 4.24ˆ 103 1 0.00

Table 12. TST31 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/40 1.63ˆ 104 2.82ˆ 104 5 1.58ˆ10´5

1/20 1.64ˆ 104 1.64ˆ 104 1 0.00

1/10 1.72ˆ 104 1.72ˆ 104 1 0.00

1/1 1.90ˆ 104 1.90ˆ 104 1 0.00

Table 13. TST32 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/40 3.90ˆ 104 1.48ˆ 105 4 3.56ˆ10´6

1/20 3.78ˆ 104 3.78ˆ 104 1 0.00

1/10 3.42ˆ 104 3.42ˆ 104 1 0.00

1/1 3.62ˆ 104 3.62ˆ 104 1 0.00

Table 14. TST33 Tests

Bundle Size Initial Solve Time Total Time Iteration Count Relative Gap

1/40 1.34ˆ 105 3.55ˆ 105 8 3.06ˆ10´4

1/20 1.33ˆ 105 5.12ˆ 105 5 5.24ˆ 10´4

1/10 1.33ˆ 105 2.84ˆ 105 5 2.08ˆ 10´4

1/1 1.31ˆ 105 1.31ˆ 105 1 0.00

3.5.4 Algorithm 2 Discussion

In the above tables, the bundle size ratio denotes which fraction of the sample space

belonged to each bundle. The initial solve time column reports how long it took to
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solve the initial subproblems, i.e., solving the value function problem on a restricted

scenario set with the dual multipliers set as λi “ 0 for each λ. The relative gap column

contains the difference between the dual solution and the optimal primal solution

divided by the primal solution. Varied results from the numerical tests can be seen

in the tables. When the algorithm converged in few steps, the computation time was

comparable to solving the solving the problem via Algorithm 1. Unfortunately, in

cases with even modestly sized iteration counts, the method performed demonstrably

worse than Algorithm 1.

In the cases where several iterations were required, the subproblem difficulty also

varied. The multipliers from the quadratic program solutions would make some sub-

problems trivial while others would become extremely difficult, due to the weakness of

the bounds on the hyper-rectangle subproblems caused by the linear term. Ultimately,

it seems that an effective application of dual decomposition will need to use stronger

bounds to limit the number of iterations in the subproblems and would need to solve

the subproblems in parallel to see substantial speedup. One strategy to get stronger

bounds would be to make the first-stage value function depend on lambda for each

subproblem. While this would give tighter bounds, it would also prevent solution

recycling in the first-stage. However, for problems where the number of second-stage

scenarios is large, it is possible the cost of having to do more iterations to prune

subproblems will outweigh the cost of computing new first-stage value functions for

each subproblem.

However, on a more positive note, we also see that the optimality gap was consistently

small for the test instances. Moreover, for a problem with over 1000 scenarios like

TST30, partitioning the scenario set into bundles of size 50 and solving the induced

subproblems produced the correct solution for each of them.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis presents an algorithm for finding ε-optimal solutions to a class of non-

negative two-stage stochastic mixed-integer programs and a novel value function dual

decomposition strategy. We were able to solve two-stage stochastic integer programs

with the cardinality of level set minimal vectors exceeding 1018. Extending our strat-
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egy to problems with negative data remains an open challenge, due to the difficulty

of identifying sets free of discontinuities in the first-stage, as well as identifying the

first-stage feasible right-hand side set. It would be interesting to modify our dual de-

composition strategies to apply to a class of stochastic multistage problems to obtain

more insight on how one can use value functions to solve subproblems while relaxing

temporal constraints.
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